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Stunning, stubborn, and independent, Philadelphia Fox lost her best friend because of the

fabulously rich and powerful Lightfoot family of Washington state. Now she's got her friend's

controlling shares in Lightfoot Industries - an inheritance that brings Nick, the family's prodigal and

supremely attractive son, knocking at her door. An unexpected and irrepressible spark between

them blazes into extraordinary passion, and Phila - historically unlucky in love - finds the deepest

satisfaction she has ever known. But behind Nick's gray eyes lurks a disturbing enigmaâ€¦and Phila

must make the choice of her life. Trusting Nick may come with quite a price - but giving in to his

strong, sensual seduction is a golden chance that may never come again.
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Krentz ( Gift of Gold ) concocts a breezy, funny tale of love conquering all. Philadelphia Fox,

do-gooder and professional social worker, bristles when she unexpectedly inherits substantial

holdings in a major electronics company jointly owned by the mighty Castleton and Lightfoot clans

of Washington State. Phila is offended by the "death machines" the company builds for the

Pentagon, by the Castletons and Lightfoots ("aristocrats with everything but the title"), and by the

way the families have mistreated her late best friend. But an affair with the Lightfoots' black-sheep

scion teaches Phila that even rich, conservative snobs can be confused and vulnerable. With

marvelous economy, Krentz ties together every detail she introduces. Her charitable, affable vision

results in a grand tale of harmony restored, replete with rehabilitation of its villainess. The care

Krentz lavishes on her narrative would do honor to a far more serious novel and demonstrates once



again a key factor in her success: an abiding respect for the reader. Copyright 1990 Reed Business

Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Jayne Ann Krentz is the author of fifty New York Times bestsellers. She has written contemporary

romantic suspense novels under that name, as well as futuristic and historical romance novels

under the pseudonyms Jayne Castle and Amanda Quick, respectively. She lives in Seattle.

This is definitely one of my favorite Krentz novels. The characters click, the plot is believable, and

it's easy to sink into this story fast. On minor quibble was there were a few typos in the Kindle

version... I do not know if that is because they were present in the original or not. Otherwise, the

book flowed well, and this will be a read-again book for me (there are not many of those out there).

While Krentz sometimes fires off some misses, this book is totally on-target, and one of the reasons

why Krentz is one of my favorite go-to authors.

I personally have never read any of her books I didn't like. She has good character development

and story line. She puts her people in believeable settings and goes from there. I have a few writers

that I read over and over again and she ranks right up there with Georgette Hyer and Jo Beverly in

my read again authors. That is how I know I want to buy more of an authors works.

This is one of my favorite novels from Jayne , it has two of my favorite themes family and a love

story .All the characters are smart and funny and the story moves along nicely . My only complaint is

there is no Kindle edition .

I love the story. The heroine is great and the situations while harrowing are balanced with fun and

quirky characters.

A lot of fun. Once I started reading I couldn't stop until I was done. This is one book I will definitely

be reading again.

One of her earlier books written as Jayne Ann Krentz, The Golden Chance is an enjoyable read with

lively characters and an exciting plot.

I bought the unabridged audio version of The Golden Chance which was read by PAtrick Girard



Lawlor and Franette Liebow. I liked Patrick's voice, but I was not really fond of Franette's voice. I

probably would have preferred Joyce Bean or Laurel Merlington. Although I didn't like all the

bickering going on between the families and the main characters, I felt that the storyline was okay

and I definitely enjoyed the ending.

Well organized and well written. Miss Krentz is one of my favorite authors.
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